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1. Introduction:

Our knowledge of reaction mechanisms in heavy-ion interactions is

obtained predominantly through measurement of the yields and energies, as

functions of angle and bombarding energy, of the reaction products. As a

result, we have been able to understand and quantify different aspects of

nuclear collisions spanning the region from the peripheral through the domain

of the dissipative, to that of fusion. The evolution to fusion occurs through

the formation of an intermediate orbiting dinuclear complex (DNC). Such
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a composite is formed in nuclear collisions after the full dissipation of

the relative motion of the interacting ions. It is characterized by a

dinuclear shape, which distinguishes it from a compound nucleus. The existence

of such a DNC has been inferred through measurementi"10 of its direct fragmen-

tation, which is dominated by yields of complex fragments. This is to be

contrasted with the process of light particle evaporation which dominates com-

pound nucleus decay. We refer to the process resulting in the direct fragmen-

tation of a DNC as orbiting. Other distinguishing features of the orbiting

process are the strong memory of the entrance channel,4 and lifetimes6

(2xlO~21 sees.) intermediate between those expected for direct (10~22 sees.)

and compound nucleus (10~19 sees.) processes. Studies of the alignment5'10'11

of orbiting yields and the energy division10'11 between orbiting products have

shed additional light on the dynamics of the process. Information on the

nature and extent of particle exchange in such interactions has however been

lacking and is essential in establishing the sequence of events which lead

from dissipative collisions through the intermediate orbiting process to com-

pound nucleus formation. We therefore investigate, herein, whether the DNCs

formed in orbiting interactions live sufficiently long to permit extensive

particle exchange. This would establish whether or not such exchange occurs

within a dinuclear configuration and prior to the formation of a compound

nucleus. Such information can be obtained through measurement of the mass

distribution of the reaction products of orbiting interactions, as we have

done for the 28Si + U N system. Our results, in conjunction with those of

others, seem to suggest that fusion occurs not through continual particle

exchange whereby one nucleus assumes another, but by the continuous change of

shape of a dinuclear system that retains its mass asymmetry.

2. Why have we chosen the 28Si + 14N system for study?

In order to investigate the exchange of mass and charge in orbiting

interactions, we need to form a DNC at energies where there are several par-

ticle transfer channels open for the system to decay into, and preferably, via

an entrance channel which is not the one most favored on energetic grounds for

breakup. Figure 1 is a schematic plot showing the dinuclear particle channels

open to the 28Si + 1 2C and 28Si + llfN interactions. The potential energies in

the ground state for each of these channels are plotted here as a function of

the charge and the mass of the target-like component of the DNC. The potential
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Figure 1: Potential energies adjusted for ground state>value of dinuclear
particle transfer channels open to the 28Si + 12c and 28si + I*N i nte r a«ions.
The f?gure illustrates the dramatic difference between the number of channels
open to the two interactions at low excitation energies. Z and A] refer to the
charge and mass of the lighter nucleus comprising the DNC.



energies have been calculated for an orbital angular momentum a=23 by

adjusting the ground state Q-values by the differences in the Coulomb, nuclear

and centrifugal energies between the various channels. Within each particle

channel are channels for inelastic excitation and these determine the

corresponding phase spaces available to each of the exit channels. The dif-

ferences between the Q-value of the entrance channel and that of the other

channels then determine those that are accessible at a given excitation

energy. It is clear from fig. 1 that while there are several particle transfer

channels accessible to the 28Si + 1I+N interaction even at relatively low exci-

tation energies, few channels are accessible to the 28Si + 12c and 21tMg + 160

interactions at excitation energies of less than 10 MeV. This previous state-

ment anticipates the observation that particle transfer, in these interac-

tions, seems to occur predominantly through single nucleon exchange. The 28Si

+ 11+N system is therefore ideally suited for the investigation of charge and

mass flow in orbiting interactions. In addition to the accessibility of

several particle transfer channels, this entrance channel is also not the one

most favored on energetic grounds for breakup. Based on energy and phase space

considerations, if the duration of orbiting exceeds the time required for

charge and mass equilibration, 1 2C would be the most common product nucleus in

the 28Si + 1 4N interaction; otherwise, 1(*N would be the most common one.

3. How do we make the measurement?

In the measurement being reported here, 28Si beams with energies between

100 and 170 MeV, provided by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, were used to

bombard a ll*H supersonic gas-jet target.7 Target-like reaction products (3 < Z

< 10) were detected at laboratory angles between 3 and 7 degrees corresponding

to center of mass angles between 165 and 175 degrees in the kinematically

reversed reaction (1I+N beam on a 28Si target). The reaction products were

detected at the focal plane of an Enge split-pole spectrograph using a hybrid

ionization chamber.8 Using the position, energy, and energy loss signals pro-

vided by this detector, it was possible to identify the reaction products both

in terms of mass and charge.

The spectra of the yields of orbiting products from the 28Si + 11+N

interaction are very similar to those observed for the 28Si + 12C

interaction.15 This is because the excitation energy in the ONCs formed



resides predominantly in the 28Si nuclei. Since we are dealing here with con-

tinuum spectra, it would have been impossible to identify products from

target contamination. Our use of a pure 11+N supersonic gas-jet target elimi-

nates such complications, as the target is free of impurities, and also does

not suffer from problems such as carbon buildup which are common with solid

targets. The background in our measurements has been measured, through

studies of elastic scattering, to be negligible.

4. Results:

The 28si + l^N interaction10 shows all the signatures expected of the

orbiting process.9*15 Figure 2 shows the angle-integrated absolute orbiting

cross sections for the 1 2C, 14N, and ^ 0 exit channels plotted as functions of

energy. These were obtained from the differential cross sections by noting

that over the angular range measured, da/de is found to be constant. At nearly

all incident channel energies, the 12C and 1 60 yields are larger than those of

the ^ N . The exit channel with the lowest Q-value (see fig. 1) is found to

have the largest cross section.

5. Discussion:

Our results indicate that the duration of orbiting in the 28Si + 14N

interaction is sufficiently long to permit extensive charge and mass flow.

Based on energy considerations (ground state Q or Qgg systematics12 alone, the

ordering of the yields, in decreasing intensity, would have been 12C, lf*N and
1 6 0 respectively. This trend is seen at E]ab = 100 MeV (see fig. 2). At the

higher energies, the excess of 1 60 over 1(tN is a consequence of the substan-

tially greater phase space accessible to 26A1 + 160 channel than to the 28Si +
1 4N. The number of low-lying levels for excitation in the 26A1 odd-odd

nucleus far exceeds those in 2 8si.

Without recourse to any detailed model calculations, it is obvious that

the exit channel orbiting yields from the 28Si + llfN interaction are deter-

mined predominantly by the available phase space rather than by any peculiar

properties of the entrance channel orbiting configuration. The data therefore

provide the justification for an assumption of mass and charge equilibration

in orbiting reactions. A model has been developed to account for the orbiting

yields from such interactions.11*15 The yields are calculated from a



consideration of the phase space accessible at the valley and the ridge of

the potential energy surface associated with a dinuclear configuration.

Table 1 compares the predictions of this model with some of the available

data for the ratios cf the experimental yields of oxygen and nitrogen nuclei

to those of carbon. It bears emphasis that some of these theoretical predic-

tions are preliminary in nature, and that the calculations are currently

undergoing refinement. The first two rows show the results of a measurement

that demonstrated a strong entrance channel dependence in the relative

orbiting yields of oxygen and carbon nuclei from 21+Mg + 1 60 and 28Si + 12C

interactions. The third row shows a result from this measurement. The model

predictions, based on an assumption of mass equilibration, seem to agree

rather well with the 28$i + 12c and the 2851 + I^N data, but disagree with

the 2 4Mg + 1 6 0 . This apparent discrepancy can be explained in terms of the

lack of single nucleon particle transfer channels accessible to the 21+Mg +
1 6 0 interaction at excitation energies near and below 10 MeV (see fig. 1),

which is the reported most probable excitation energy in the measurement.^

Therefore, even if the duration of orbiting in 24Mg + 1 60 interactions were

long enough to permit the equilibration of mass and charge, this would not be

observed because, at this excitation energy, the single nucleon transfer

channels are inaccessible. Particle transfer through o particle exchange is

however allowed, and is observed not to be sufficient to effect charge and

mass equilibration. It would be of interest, therefore, to investigate the

2"+Mg + I60 interaction at higher energies where particle transfer channels

become accessible to see if charge and mass are equilibrated in this interac-

tion too. We believe this will be the case. Such a measurement should also

delineate the relative importance of inelastic excitation15 and particle

exchange in effecting the dissipation of energy and angular momentum in

orbiting interactions. It appears that inelastic excitation is the dominant

mode of dissipation at low excitation energies in the 24Mg + 1 60 interaction.

6. How does orbiting relate to quasi-fission or fast-fission?

Fast-fission or quasi-fission is a process that has been observed in

interactions between very heavy nuclei^ and differs from fission in that the

reaction product angular distributions are non-isotropic. It is characterized

by reaction products which emerge with fully relaxed energies, and a large mass

flux which tends to take the interacting system towards mass symmetry. As also



with orb i t ing, these processes require the mutual capture of the interacting

nuclei and the formation of a DNC. In fast- f ission or quasi-f ission, energy

considerations force the DNC to evolve towards mass symmetry. However, the

f u l l relaxation of mass and charge flow is prevented by Coulomb repulsion

which forces the DNCs to fragment before they l ive for even one revolution.

The product angular distr ibutions are therefore non-isotropic. In l ight

systems, for the orbit ing process, however, the DNC l i fet ime exceeds the time

needed to execute a revolution and the characteristic time associated with

mass and charge equi l ibrat ion. The angular distr ibutions of the products from

orbit ing are therefore isotropic. The experimental signatures for orbi t ing and

quasi-fission or fast- f iss ion appear to be closely related. I t is our opinion,

therefore, that orbit ing and quasi-fission or fast- f iss ion are di f ferent

nomenclatures for the same process.

7. Conclusion:

We have measured the orbiting yields of reaction products from the

28 si + I*»N interaction. The relative magnitudes of the orbiting yields indi-

cate that the DNCs formed in such interactions live sufficiently long to per-

mit the equilibration of charge and mass. Since both the 1 60 and the 12C

orbiting yields exceed the 1(*N, it appears that there is no preferred direc-

tion for mass flow between the interacting nuclei. Since the orbiting yields

are typically 10% of the fusion yield, and we believe the orbiting process

reflects how the DNCs formed in such collisions evolve towards fusion, it

seems apt to conclude that fusion occurs not through a process of continual

particle exchange whereby one nucleus is gradually consumed by the other, but

by a change of shape of a dinuclear system that retains its mass asymmetry.

These ideas bear further investigation.
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ORBITING IN 2 8Si + 1 4N
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Figure 2: Orb i t ing cross sections fo r the 1 2C, 14N and 160 products from the
28si + i^N in te rac t ion p lo t ted as funct ions of center of mass energy.

TABLE 1

Energy ( c m . )

34.5
31.8
46.7

N7TSystem

28 s i + 12 c
24Mg + 1 6 0
28 si + I<*N

Exp

0.141
1.2
0.41

0/C
Theory

0.132
0.193
0.3

Exp

0.025

0.22

Theory

0.027

0.2


